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DESCRIPTION
The level of depression is very high worldwide. According to 
traditional Chinese medicine's idea of disease prevention, timely 
detection and early warning signs of depression in populations 
at high risk can help prevent some of the dysfunctions brought 
on by the condition. This work investigated a technique for 
gathering data on depression, created a database of depression 
traits, designed algorithms for identifying populations at high 
risk for depression and building an early warning model, 
developed an early warning Short-Message Service (SMS) 
platform, and put a depression screening program and early 
warning health management system into practice. Depression is 
a persistent, chronic mental illness that has a serious negative 
impact on people's health [1]. The effects of depression, such as 
suicide and other grave outcomes, can be avoided through timely 
detection of groups at high risk for depression and focused 
interventions and therapies. Traditional Chinese medicine's idea 
of "preventive treatment of disease for populations at high risk 
for depression entails screening and early detection before the 
condition becomes too severe and then implementing the 
proper intervention procedures to prevent serious and 
catastrophic effects [2]. The development of public policies for 
the management of this condition is heavily influenced by 
research on mental diseases, especially depression. Studying the 
prevention and treatment of depression in high-risk groups is 
therefore extremely important. Seeking to provide early warning 
on the risk of disease is the key to a disease's preventive 
treatment. Therefore, the foundation and primary step for 
preventive therapy and management of depression is monitoring 
and early warning for groups at high risk for depression. The 
prevention of tragic events brought on by the worsening of 
depression and the quick restoration of mental health are made 
possible by early warning, early formation of a health 
intervention strategy and actual health interventions [3]. 
Consequently, the creation of a system for early detection and 
health management of depression in people at high risk Self-care 

and health monitoring were accomplished using mobile health 
apps. In order to identify ways to make these apps better, 
examined how customers utilize apps for health monitoring and 
the advantages that come with it. A user-cantered web version of 
a depression symptom health management system was created by 
in Korea [4]. It primarily offers depression-related knowledge and 
a self-assessment scale without utilizing the most advanced 
artificial intelligence technology. Symptoms and may even 
enhance mental health in the working population. Four 
strategies are used by the health data acquisition terminal mobile 
apps, smart watches, smartphones and cloud computing.

The information system for managing depression's health uses 
computer software. Continuous model training and 
optimization are required for the depression screening and early 
warning model. The cloud platform is used because as the 
system is used, fresh data are added. The cloud platform 
routinely offers the ability to download the most recent model. 
The key to the prevention and management of depression is the 
screening and early warning of a population at high risk for 
depression. A depression screening and early warning model can 
be created using the features of the retrieved modeling data and a 
machine learning technique. To successfully alter national 
health policies and enhance the efficiency of health care delivery 
organizations, health system reform and patient care education 
and practice must be tightly coordinated [5]. The necessity for 
incentive-based organizational performance is discussed in this 
research along with any implications for Health Care 
Management Education (HCME) and practice that are 
pertinent. Additionally, it describes the main justification for 
Value-Based Payment (VBP) or Pay for Performance (P4P) health 
policy initiatives as well as their fundamental components. It is 
obvious that the current big shift in global health policy will 
ultimately likely have a significant impact on the strategic and 
operational management and performance of health care 
delivery companies. Thus, adjustments that need to be made 
and enhanced in current health care management education and 
development are discussed in realistic, particular ways.
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